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 SPECIAL SUBJECTS
 
HANDBOOKS
Ackermann, Alfred Seabold Eli Popular
fallacies explained and corrected (with
copious references to authorities) Lond ,
Old Westminster pr , Phila, Lippmcott,
1923 984p 20cm 12s 6d ,$750	803
Arvme, Kazlitt Cyclopaedia of anecdotes
of literature and the fine arts Bost,
Estes, 1883 698p il 26cm op	8088
Arranged alphabetically under subjects
Bombaugh, Charles Carroll. Facts and
fancies for the curious, fiom the harvest-
fields of literature Phila & Lond , Lip-
pmcott [c!905] 647p 20cm $3 50,10s6d
Brewer, Ebenezer Cobham. Dictionary
of phrase and fable New ed , rev, corr
and enl Lond, Cassell, Phila, Lippm-
cott, 1923 HS7p 20cm 25s ,$3 50 803
Includes abbreviations, colloquial and proverbial
phrases, mythological and biographical references, ficti-
tious characters, titles, etc
— Reader's handbook of famous names
m fiction, allusions, references, proverbs,
plots, stones, and poems New ed rev
and greatly enl Lond , Chatto, Phila ,
Lippmcott, 1898 ISOlp 19cm. 6s ,$450
One of the best of these handbooks Appendices p
1245-1501 contain (I) List of English authors and their
works, (2) Title list of dramas and operas, giving au-
thors and dates
Later issues omit the appendices
Century cyclopedia of names, a pro-
nouncing and etymological dictionary of
names in geography, biography, mythol-
ogy, history, ethnology, ait, architecture,
fiction, etc Rev and enl N Y , Century
[1911] 1085, 156p 31cm op	803
Also issued as v 11 of the Centwy dictionary
A useful reference book Gives brief articles and indi-
cates pronunciation This edition contains two alpha-
bets (1) a reprint of the original list of names in the
1st edition, with some revisions and changes, (2) a
reprint from the supplementary list of 3,000 new names
and new matter about older names, appended to v 2
of the 1909 supplement to the Century dictionary Stars
in the mam alphabet refer to added information about
the same name m the supplementary alphabet and vice
versa Appendices (1) Chronological table of historical
e-vents, (2) List of rulers, (3) Genealogical charts, (4)
Chronological outlines of European and American later-
 Edwards, Eliezer. Words, facts, and
phiases Lond, Chatto, Phila, Lippm-
cott [pref 1881] 631p 20cm	803
Fournel, Victor. Dictionnaire encyclo-
pedique d'anecdotes modernes et an-
ciennes, franchises et etrangeres, par Ed-
mond Gueraid [pseud] Pans, Dorbon
[1926] 2v 23cm 48fr	808 8
Frey, Albert Romer Sobriquets and
nicknames Bost, Houghton, 1889 482p
20cm	014
Gerwig, Henrietta CrowelPs handbook
for leaders and writers, a dictionary of
famous characters and plots in legend,
fiction, drama, opera and poetry
literary and journalistic terms, and
familiar allusions N Y, Crowell, c!925
728p 23cm $350	803
Hyamson, Albert Montefiore Diction-
ary of English phrases, phiaseological
allusions, catchwords	metaphors,
nicknames, sobiiquets, derivations from
personal names Lond , Routledge, NY,
Button, 1922 365p 22cm 12s 6d,$5
Killikelly, Sarah Hutchms. Curious ques-
tions m history, literature, art, and social
life Phila , McKay, 1886-1900 3v 23cm
op	803
Knox, D B. Quotable anecdotes for
various occasions Lond, Unwm [1924]
223p 19cm 3s 6d	8088
Latham, Edward Dictionary of names,
nicknames, and surnames of persons,
places and thing's Lond, Routledge,
N Y , Dutton, 1904 334p 20cm o p 803
Peet, Louis Harrnan Who's the author ?
A guide to the authorship of novels,
stones, speeches, songs, and general
writings of American literature N Y,
Crowell [cl901] 317p 15cm o p	810
Title list, giving for each work its date and author's
name, with occasional notes as to its character, original
publication in magazine form, etc A 1907 ed has title
Handy book of American authors
Phyfe, William Henry Pmkney. 5000
facts and fancies important, curious,
quaint, and unique information in his-
tory, literature, sciences, art, and nature
NY, Putnam, 1901 816p 24cm op

